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Abstract—Reliability modeling of power electronic 

converters is of paramount importance for optimal design, 

control and operation of power electronic based power 

systems. Suitable topology selection, converter components 

sizing, and proper control strategy adoption in a single unit 

converter together with operation of a multi-converter 

systems require to predict the converter reliability within its 

useful life and wear-out phases. This paper proposes a 

reliability prediction approach for converters modeling the 

hardware random failures within the useful life and the wear-

out period. The methodology is exemplified for a single-phase 

PV inverter and its reliability is predicted during useful 

lifetime and the wear-out phase under two operating 

conditions.  

Keywords— reliability, converter reliability, constant failure 

rate, wear-out failure, systematic failure, catastrophic failure, 

FIDES, MIL-217. 

I. Introduction 

Power electronic converters are increasingly used in a 

wide range of applications such as distributed generations, 

especially in renewable energies, ultra/- high voltage 

transmission systems, medium voltage distribution 

systems, e-mobility, and microgrids. Thus, they are 

becoming the underpinning technology in the 

modernization of future power systems [1]. Therefore, 

optimal and economical design, control, operation and 

maintenance of power converters and power electronic 

based power systems have intensified the importance of 

reliability modeling and prediction in power converters [2], 

[3].  

According to IEEE Std 1413, the use of reliability 

prediction includes reliability goal assessment, 

comparisons of designs and products, identifying potential 

reliability enhancement opportunities, logistics support, 

reliability and system safety analysis, mission reliability 

estimation, and prediction of field reliability performance 

[4]. Therefore, for design, planning, operation and 

maintenance of a system, reliability assessment is of 

paramount importance even if no or limited reliability data 

are available [5]. In power electronic converters, reliability 

assessment is required for optimal and reliable design, 

comparison among different topologies and alternatives, 

and identifying reliability improvement techniques such as 

suitable modulation algorithms or control systems, 

maintenance scheduling, and so on.  

So far, different approaches have been employed for 

reliability prediction in power converters. The mostly 

common used approach is based on Military Handbook 217 

(MIL-HDBK-217). This approach cannot accurately model 

the reliability of some components such as semiconductor 

devices, since the provided model does not take into 

account the mission profiles and physics of failures. 

Especially, for semiconductors, the temperature cycling, 

which is a dominant failure cause, has not been included in 

MIL-HDBK-217F methodology. Therefore, the 

International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) provided 

a Technical Report (TR 62380) in 2004 [6], which 

considers the temperature cycling in failure rate prediction 

throughout an annual mission profile. Both reports provide 

a base failure rate for different components and correction 

factors considering the operating conditions. However, 

they have not updated the data source for new devices with 

new technologies. Therefore, the IEC TR 62380 has been 

replaced by IEC 61709 in 2017 [7], which provides a 

guideline in order to use the failure rate data for predicting 

the reliability of components considering the mission 

profiles.  

In the aforementioned handbook methods, the physics 

of failures has not been considered. Therefore, the 

predicted reliability may not be accurate enough. 

Moreover, identifying the weak points for reliability 

enhancement is not clear. Thereby, the FIDES approach has 

been introduced in which the physics of failures of 

components are considered for failure rate estimation [8]. 

This approach provides more accurate failure rate of 

components compared to the previous methods.  

 All the handbooks provide a constant failure rate for 

components during their useful lifetime. It is assumed that 

the components are appropriately designed and they do not 

enter the wear-out phase during the mission life period [6], 

[8]. Therefore, the predicted reliability may be suitable for 

availability analysis during operation, while for design, 

planning (e.g., topology selection, redundant design, design 

for reliability) and maintenance, end-of-life estimation is 

necessary. The end-of-life estimation requires modeling the 

wear-out failures as well. This fact becomes more 

important since some components are exposed to wear-out 

failures, which can affect the overall performance of the 

converter and system. This paper proposes a general 

reliability prediction approach for power converters 

according to the failure causes on the most failure prone 

components.  

II. Failure Causes and Mechanisms in Converters  

The general failure causes can be classified into random 

and systematic failures as shown in Fig. 1 [9], [10]. The 

random failures occur at a random time resulting from one 
This work was supported by VILLUM FONDEN under the VILLUM 
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or more degradation mechanisms in the hardware. These 

failures may be caused by human error or related to the 

hardware of the item. The hardware related (physical) 

failures are divided into sudden or catastrophic failures and 

aging failures [7]. The catastrophic failures are modeled by 

the exponential distribution within the item’s useful 

lifetime, in which the aging is negligible. Moreover, the 

aging failures, so-called gradual failures, are related to the 

wear-out phase of an item which can be modeled by the 

Weibull distribution. On the other hand, the systematic 

failures are related in a deterministic way to a certain cause, 

which can only be removed by a modification of the design, 

manufacturing process, operational procedures or other 

relevant factors [9]. The systematic failures have non-

physical causes, and will not re-appear if the causes are 

appropriately corrected. Different root causes of random 

and systematic failures are summarized in Fig. 1 and more 

definition can be found in [9], [10].  

In this paper, it is considered that the system is designed 

perfectly where systematic failures will never appear and 

the expert staffs are employed for operation and 

maintenance in order to eliminate the random human 

failures. Therefore, the only likely failures, which cannot 

be eliminated, include the random hardware failures, i.e., 

constant and wear-out failures as highlighted in Fig. 1. In 

 
Fig. 1.  Failures classification based on failure causes (sources) – the general classification is based on [9], [10]. 

Table.  I.  Failure modes and mechanisms on semiconductors and capacitors [15]–[20]. 

Device Failure type Failure rate Failure mode Failure mechanisms 

S
e
m

ic
o

n
d

u
c
to

r
s 

Catastrophic 

failures 
Constant 

Open circuit 

Device failure in gate driver, Driver board short-, open-

circuit 

Bond wire lift-off, Bond wire rupture after IGBT short-

circuit 

Short circuit 

High voltage breakdown 

Dynamic latch-up 

Second breakdown 

Impact ionization 

High temperature due to power dissipation 

Wear-out failures  
Non-

constant 

Parameter 

drift 

Chip solder joint cracking 

Baseplate solder joints cracking   

Wire bonds lift-off/cracking 

*
A

l-
C

a
p

s Catastrophic 

failures 
Constant 

Open circuit 
Self-healing dielectric breakdown 

Disconnection of terminals 

Short circuit Dielectric breakdown of oxide layer 

Wear-out failures 
Non-

constant 

Parameter 

drift 

Electrolyte vaporization 

Electrochemical reaction 

*
*
M

IP
P

F
-C

a
p

s 

Catastrophic 

failures 
Constant 

Open circuit 

Self-healing dielectric breakdown 

Connection instability by heat contraction of dielectric 

film 

Reduction in electrode area caused by oxidation of 

evaporated metal due to moisture absorption 

Short circuit 

Dielectric film breakdown 

Self-healing due to overcurrent 

Moisture absorption by film 

Wear-out failures 
Non-

constant 

Parameter 

drift 
Dielectric loss 

*
*

*
M

L
C

-

C
a

p
s 

Catastrophic 

failures 
Constant Short circuit 

Dielectric breakdown 

Cracking; damage to capacitor body  

Wear-out failures 
Non-

constant 

Parameter 

drift 

Oxide vacancy migration; dielectric puncture; insulation 

degradation; micro-crack within ceramic 
*Al-Caps: Aluminum-electrolytic Capacitors   **MPPF-Caps: Metalized Polypropylenes Film Capacitors  
***MLC-Caps: Multi Layer Ceramic Capacitors 



 

 

power electronic converters, following filed data and 

industrial experiences, Capacitors (Caps) and 

Semiconductor Devices (SD) are the two most fragile 

components [11]–[14], which are also exposed to wear-out 

failures [6].  

The semiconductor devices and capacitors are exposed 

to random hardware failures which can be single-event 

catastrophic failures occurred within useful lifetime and 

long-term wear-out failures. Both catastrophic and wear-

out failures of semiconductors and capacitors may have 

different causes and mechanism as also summarized in 

Table.  I [15]–[20]. The wear-out failures, namely intrinsic 

failures, are originated by internal degradation of 

component materials, and hence, they can be predicted by 

comparing the material mechanical strength with the 

applied stresses. However, the catastrophic failures are 

difficult to predict as they are usually originated by external 

factors. This paper aims to predicting the reliability of 

power converters considering catastrophic and wear-out 

failures according to the accessible failure data and models 

for the converter components. In the following, the 

proposed reliability prediction method is explained in 

details. 

III. Reliability Prediction Approaches 

Conceptually, failure rate of an item can be estimated 

by field data, test data, stress-strength analysis and/or 

combination of the three methods. For an item operating for 

a long time, the failure data can be collected and 

categorized following potential failure mechanisms, and 

hence, a complete reliability model for a specific operating 

condition can be provided. This approach requires long 

term operation of an item and accurate categorizing the 

failure cause and mechanisms under given operating 

conditions. Employing field data for the same item 

operating in another condition requires reasonable 

justification. On the other hand, by knowing the failure 

cause and mechanisms of an item, some tests and other 

accelerated tests can be designed to find out the reliability 

model for each mechanism. This approach relies on physics 

of failure analysis; hence, an accurate failure model can be 

obtained for an item. However, sometimes it is not cost 

effective to test samples of an item to understand its 

reliability model. Stress-strength analysis can thus be used 

to obtain the reliability of an item by comparing its strength 

to the applied stress. Strength is the designed specification 

of the item and stress is the loading condition. This 

approach requires an accurate model of the strength of the 

item materials. Furthermore, the combination of the three 

methods can also be used for predicting the reliability 

model of the item. Field data can be used for obtaining a 

reference failure rate for a component under specific 

conditions, (notably, this can also be provided by 

manufacturer). Test data can be used for modeling the 

impact of operating conditions on the failure rate by 

defining Acceleration Factors (AFs). Furthermore, the 

stress-strength approach can be used for predicting the 

item’s end-of-life. 

A. Constant failures 

The failure rate during useful lifetime can be predicted 

considering the historical failure data within last operation 

of an item or system. The more accurate data come from 

the operation of system under the identical operating 

conditions. These type of data, so-called user-provided data 

[7], may be obtained based on maintenance database and 

shutdown reports. Moreover, in the case the reliability data 

are not available, some generic data provided in handbook 

can be employed [7]. Another data source for reliability 

estimation is the data prepared by the manufacturers [7]. 

Moreover, in most cases, especially during the design phase 

of new technologies, these data are not available, hence, 

expert judgment elicitation [7] could be the only option in 

which the data of similar cases may be employed by 

reasonable justifications. This approach is a difficult 

process. 

Some handbooks prepared methods and base failure 

data for components where the failure rates can be modified 

according to the operating conditions. It is also possible to 

use the manufacturer or user-provided data as the base 

failure rate in order to predict the failure rate under desired 

operating conditions.  

The generic failure rate data for electronic components 

have been provided by MIL-HDBK-217F and its modified 

versions. This handbook estimated the failure rate of 

components based on the collected data from airborne 

industry and generalizing it for different operating 

conditions including ambient temperature, operating 

current and voltage. Similar to this approach, Telcordia and 

Siemens have also provided handbook for estimating the 

reliability of electronic components. These approaches 

estimated the component and converter reliability at the 

rated condition. In 2004, IEC provided the TR 62380 [6] 

where a mission profile-based approach has been 

introduced for reliability estimation. Following this TR, the 

operating condition of a component, i.e., annual mission 

profile, can be classified into different phases and the total 

failure rate of a component is predicted based on weighted 

average of failure rate of each phase. Furthermore, it 

provided failure rate data for some components. While the 

data was not updated, it has been replaced by IEC 61709 in 

2017 [7]. This standard provides a general mission profile-

based approach for electronic components operating at 

different conditions. According to this standard, the failure 

rate of a component can be obtained as a weighted average 

of failure rate in different operating phases. The failure rate 

of each phase can be predicted based on the reference 

failure rate provided by manufacturer or from field data or 

from handbooks, which are modified according to the 

operating condition considering AFs. Later, the FIDES 

approach has been introduced where physics of failures 

have been taken into account for failure rate prediction of 

components [8]. So far, it sounds that the FIDES approach 

provides a complete method for estimating the constant 

failure rate of electronic components due to the fact it 

considers the statistics of different failure causes based on 

physics of failure analysis. However, based on the 

availability of data, other approaches can also be used to 

estimate the failure rate of components within useful 

lifetime.  

Following the FIDES approach, the failure rate of an 

item (λ) is predicted by using (1) [8]. 
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in which, ΠPM is the impact of quality and technical control 

over manufacturing, and ΠProcess models the effect of all 

processes, from specification to field operation and 

maintenance. The physical contribution is modeled by λPhy, 

which is given in (2) comprising of the mission profile. In 

(2), tannual is the duration of ith phase within one year. The 

term Πi in (3), is the induced electrical, mechanical and 

thermal overstresses. The parameters in (3) is defined in 

[8]. The term λi in (4), is the corresponding failure rate in 

each phase of the mission profile, in which, λ0k is the base 

failure rate of the item, which can be found in the 

handbooks or provided by the manufacturer. The AFs of Πk 

reflects the physical constraints the item experiences during 

operation or dormant phases. The failure rate of λi is 

divided into thermal, case and solder joints related, as well 

as humidity, and mechanical stresses. The failure rate in (2) 

for semiconductor devices, λPhy-SD is defined as: 
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The failure rate of capacitors is also obtained by using (6). 
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The base failure rates, λ0X and the corresponding AFs, ΠX 

for a failure factor X has been provided in page 120 for 

semiconductors and page 138 for capacitors in [8]. 

The total converter failure rate during its useful lifetime 

can be modeled considering the series reliability block 

diagram as any individual component failure cause 

converter failure. Therefore, the converter’s constant 

failure rate, λC-useful is the sum of failure rate of individual 

components of capacitors (Caps), λCaps-useful and 

semiconductor devices (SD), λSD-useful as: 

C useful Caps useful SD useful
  

− − −
= +        (7) 

B. Wear-out failures 

The wear-out failure distribution of components can be 

estimated by stress-strength analysis. It requires deep 

understanding of the physics of failures to model the 

strength or lifetime of the device associated with a potential 

failure mechanism. Thereafter, the applied mission profile 

is translated to the stress on the components in order to 

predict the failure probability. The failure probability is 

defined as the probability that the applied stress is higher 

than the device strength as shown in Fig. 2. In order to find 

the stress-strength distributions for a given failure 

mechanism in a component, one approach could be to 

perform wear-out tests for a number of samples. Another 

approach would be the Monte-Carlo simulations 

considering the modeling and manufacturing uncertainties. 

The first approach is employed for capacitors in this paper, 

while the second approach is used for semiconductors. The 

whole prediction procedure is described in [2], [21]–[26] 

and it is briefly explained in the following.  

The lifetime model of the electrolytic capacitors (Lt) is 

represented by (8) [27] as 
2o t

1

nT T

n t

t o

o

V
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V

−−
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                                   (8) 

where, Lo is the nominal lifetime under nominal voltage of 

Vo and nominal capacitor temperature of To, and Lt is the 

capacitor lifetime under voltage of Vt and capacitor 

temperature of Tt. The constants n1 and n2 are provided in 

[27]. The wear-out failure distribution of electrolytic 

capacitors is represented in [28] under nominal operating 

conditions, where it is modeled by the Weibull distribution 

with α = 6804 hours and β = 5.12. For a given mission 

profile, the lifetime distribution can be predicted by 

adjusting the base lifetime distribution under nominal 

conditions as described in [22]. 

Furthermore, the number of cycles to failure in 

semiconductors are calculated by using (9) [29]. 

 
0.3

on

f j

jm
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N A T exp

T 1.5

 


−   
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in which, Nf denotes the number of cycles to failure, ΔT and 

T are the junction temperature swing and average, and ton is 

the rise time of temperature cycle. The constants A, α, and 

β are curve fitting constants, which can be obtained from 

aging tests [29]. The wear-out failure prediction procedure 

of semiconductor switches has been described in [2], [21]–

[23], where the mission profile is translated into the 

temperature of devices. The temperature profile is 

classified into different classes with specific number of 

cycles, temperature swing, and average temperature. For 

each class, the damage on the device is determined by 

dividing the applied stress, i.e., the number of cycles by the 

strength of the device, i.e., the number of cycles to failure. 

The device will fail if the damage increases beyond one. 

Therefore, the damage distribution under the given mission 

profile is determined for different classes. Afterwards, it is 

converted to an equivalent damage with the same impact 

on the device from a stress point of view. The statistics of 

uncertain parameters on the static damage can be modeled 

by Monte Carlo simulations, and hence, the failure 

distribution function is predicted for the given mission 

profile. Hence, the failure density function and wear-out 

failure rate can be obtained accordingly.  
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Fig. 2.  Probability of failure estimation concept based on 

mismatch of stress and strength. 

 



 

 

The converter wear-out failure rate, λC-wear is obtained 

by adding the failure rate of its individual components, i.e., 

λCaps-wear and λSD-wear as: 

C wear Caps wear SD wear
  

− − −
= +        (10) 

The total converter failure rate, λC is equal to:  

C C useful C wear
  

− −
= +        (11) 

Finally, the converter reliability function is obtained by 

using (12): 

( ) ( )
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        (12) 

where R(t) is the converter reliability at instant t. The 

predicted reliability function can be used for decision-

making in planning, design and operation phase of a power 

electronic converter or power electronic based power 

system. In the following section, the reliability of a PV 

inverter is predicted based on the FIDES handbook data, 

modeling the useful life failures, and the stress-strength 

analysis for modeling the wear-put failures. 

IV. Case Study Using a PV Inverter 

In this paper, reliability of a double-stage PV inverter 

shown in Fig. 3 is predicted. The inverter includes an 

MPPT unit and a single-phase inverter for connecting a 2.5 

kW PV array to the grid at 230 V coupling bus. The 

component details are provided in Fig. 3.  

This section includes two sub-sections; the first sub-

section demonstrates the impact of the operating condition 

on the reliability of the boost stage of the converter by 

experimental tests. and the second part provides the 

complete reliability model for the whole converter. 

A. Impact of operation condition  

The temperature of the device is the main factor limiting 

its lifetime. It depends on the operating condition and 

mission profiles and this fact was the motivation to include 

the mission profile analysis in the reliability studies. 

Therefore, the impact of operating condition on the 

temperature of the boost stage of the inverter is 

demonstrated. A photograph of the test prototype is show 

in Fig. 4 where the junction temperature of IGBT and diode 

and the hotspot temperature of the capacitor are monitored 

under different loading conditions.  

The converter is operated at 0.5 kW, 1 kW, 1.5 kW, and 

2 kW load power and the temperatures are measured and 

reported in Fig. 5. The results show that the temperatures 

are highly dependent on the loading of the converter. 

Furthermore, the temperature rise is not linear with respect 

to the converter loading.  

 
Fig. 3.  Structure of the single-phase double-stage PV inverter. 

 
Fig. 4.  Photograph of the implemented dc-dc boost converter. 

 
Fig. 5.  Experimental results of boost converter; the IGBT, diode and 

capacitor temperatures under different loading conditions.  

 

Fig. 6.  Annual solar irradiance and ambient temperature for (a) 

Location A, (b) Location B. 

B. Comprehensive reliability prediction  

The reliability of the converter is modeled by the 

reliability of its fragile components including 

semiconductors and capacitors, since these components are 

the most vulnerable components and prone to wear-out 

failures. Meanwhile, the reliability of the other components 

can be considered and included in the failure rate of the 

converter if corresponding data is available. In this paper, 

the impact from the other components is neglected. 

Furthermore, it is considered that the converter will fail if 

any component fails. The failure probability of converter is 

estimated under two different mission profiles including 



 

 

solar irradiance and ambient temperature of two different 

locations, A and B as shown in Fig. 6.  

The constant failure rate of components including 

capacitors, IGBTs and diodes are estimated for both 

mission profiles employing FIDES approach. The total 

constant failure rate is calculated by summing the failure 

rate of all components. The total constant failure rate is 

shown with dashed line in Fig. 7(a.1 and b.1) for location 

A and B respectively. The wear-out failure of converter 

under both mission profiles are predicted and shown in Fig. 

7(a.1 and b.1) with blue line. The total failure rate of 

converter is shown by red line in Fig. 7(a.1 and b.1) which 

is in fact the sum of constant and wear-out failure rates.  

The reliability of the converter due to wear-out of its 

components is shown in Fig. 7(a.2 and b.2) with blue graph. 

The B1 lifetime of converter due to the wear-out failures 

under mission profile A is 60 years, while for location B, it 

is 9 year. This fact is due to the different stress levels 

induced by the mission profiles. The total reliability of the 

converter is shown in Fig. 7(a.2 and b.2) with red graph. 

The total B1 lifetime of converter under mission profile A 

is 18 years and under mission profile B, it is 4 years. 

From this case study the following results can be 

deduced: 

1- The failure probability prediction method based on 

handbooks provides constant failure rate during a 

useful lifetime, while the period of this lifetime is not 

clear. However, the wear-out failure prediction defines 

the end of life of the converter under the applied 

mission profile. As a result, design of a converter 

which is based on constant failure rate may satisfy the 

target criterion, while its lifetime may not satisfy the 

mission period. 

2- According to the importance of an application, either 

B1 or B10 lifetime can be used for reliability-oriented 

design. Employing B1 lifetime for design requires 

complete reliability of a converter including constant 

and wear-out failure rates. While for B10 lifetime, the 

impact of wear-out failure is dominant following Fig. 

7(a.2 and b.2).  

3- The proposed reliability model can be employed for 

decision making among different alternatives 

/conditions, such as converter topology, impact of 

control, effect of environmental condition. For 

instance, the impact of a mission profile on the 

converter reliability is illustrated in this case study. 

The obtained results show that a converter may have 

different failure rates for different operating 

conditions. Moreover, its end-of-life is also dependent 

on the applied mission profile. 

4- This case study also shows the dependency of the 

converter reliability to the operating condition, i.e., 

solar irradiance and environmental condition, i.e., 

ambient temperature. Therefore, employing the field 

data to predict the converter reliability and specially 

for power system studies such as planning and 

maintenance, it should be carefully justified to the 

operating conditions. Furthermore, employing field 

data of components come from different sources might 

also lead to wrong decision making in complex power 

system analysis.  

V. Conclusion 

This paper proposes a complete reliability modeling 

process for power electronic converters. The proposed 

approach considers both constant and wear-out failures of 

converter components, especially fragile elements such as 

capacitors and semiconductor switches. The proposed 

reliability model can be used for decision making in 

reliable design, maintenance scheduling, system-level 

planning, as well as comparing different alternatives such 

as topologies, control system, modulation scheme, fault 

tolerant approaches and so on. The proposed reliability 

modeling approach is applied to a single-phase PV inverter 

operating under two different mission profiles. The impacts 

of operating and environmental conditions on the constant 

and wear-out failures has been illustrated implying that a 

converter have different failure rates under different 

operating conditions. Notably, the proposed method 

depends on the source of reliability data and employed 

lifetime models. The more accurate the data and lifetime 

 

Fig. 7.  Failure rate and reliability of PV inverter under mission profile of (a) location A and (b) location B. 

 



 

 

models are, the more precisely the reliability can be 

predicted. Meanwhile, with the limited data and models, a 

proper decision making among different alternatives can be 

carried out from a reliability stand point.  
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